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Recently microfluidic technologies have emerged as viable
platforms for nano-volume protein crystallization screening.1-4 In
particular, screening in nanoliter volume free interface diffusion
(FID) reactors has been instrumental in the crystallization of a broad
range of targets that had proven to be intractable by conventional
screening techniques and has been successfully incorporated into
academic and industrial structural biology efforts.5,6 However,
crystals grown in nanoliter volume reactors may be of insufficient
size for diffraction studies, and scale-up usually depends on growth
kinetics that vary with reactor details.3,5 Moreover, previously
reported microfluidic crystallization devices do not allow the post-
crystallization addition of cryoprotectant necessary for diffraction
studies at cryogenic temperatures.11

In this paper, we report a microfluidic device which provides a
link between chip-based nanoliter volume crystallization screening
and structure analysis through “kinetic optimization” of crystal-
lization reactions andin situ structure determination. Kinetic
optimization of mixing rates through systematic variation of reactor
geometry and actuation of micromechanical valves is used to screen
a large ensemble of kinetic trajectories that are not practical with
conventional techniques. Using this device, we demonstrate control
over crystal quality, reliable scale-up from nanoliter volume
reactions, facile harvesting and cryoprotectant screening, and protein
structure determination at atomic resolution from data collected in-
chip.

The basic structure of the kinetic optimization device implements
five parallel, FID reaction chambers7 encased beneath a semiperme-
able membrane at the bottom of a macroscopic fluid reservoir. The
FID reactors equilibrate not only with themselves via diffusion but
also with reservoir solutions through the membrane, which defines
an osmotic bath that controls both the rate and extent of vapor
transport to and from the reactors. The combined FID-vapor
diffusion motif (Figure 1) is repeated 20 times on the chip; each
version has different channel lengths and volumes. The device has
channel lengths ranging from 300 to 2400µm, thereby allowing
the characteristic mixing time to be varied by a factor of 8.7

The present device further allows control over the rate and extent
of water vapor transport through the permeable poly(dimethyl-
siloxane) (PDMS) membrane.8 The extent of dehydration can be
directly regulated by filling the wells overlaying each reaction site
with a solution of well-defined vapor pressure and sealed with clear
adhesive tape. Over the course of FID-driven crystallization, water
in the well solution passes through the membrane by vapor
diffusion, equilibrating with the contents of the reactor until the

osmotic potentials of both solutions match. In a second approach,
the dehydration rates of the FID reactors were controlled by
dispensing semipermeable fluorinated oil (poly-3,3,3-trifluoro-
propylmethylsiloxane; Hampton Research) into each reservoir,
thereby creating a variable impedance to vapor transport. Rates of
vapor transport were then systematically varied by changing oil
levels in the wells.

We applied kinetic optimization of mixing rates to the crystal-
lization growth of four model proteinsslysozyme, ferritin, insulin,
and catalasesusing fixed chemical parameters. Reactors with the
shortest channel length (and hence fastest mixing rates) exhibited
more rapid crystal formation, an increased number of nucleation
events, and smaller mean crystal size. The dependence of the
number of nucleation events on channel length for fixed mixing
ratio and osmotic bath strength is shown for lysozyme, ferritin,
and insulin (Figure 2A). Strikingly, in addition to controlling the
number of crystal nucleation events and maximum crystal size,
modulation of equilibration kinetics affected crystal habit as well
(Figure 2C). These studies demonstrate the dependence of crystal
nucleation, growth, and morphology on kinetic trajectory9,10 and
also highlight the ability of controlled kinetic optimization to
regulate protein crystallization.

Microchannel valves can further be closed and reopened at will,
thus halting or restarting FID at user-defined points in time.
Operating FID reactors at varying duty cycles by periodically
cycling valves on and off allows the rate of diffusive equilibration
to be tuned continuously and systematically during an experiment.
Similarly, the osmotic bath solutions can be changed arbitrarily
without disturbing crystallization reactions. Together, these abilities
may be used to investigate a broad set of kinetic trajectories for
crystal nucleation and growth that are not readily achievable in
conventional crystallization formats. For instance, in experiments
with lysozyme kinetic optimization using active control over
diffusive equilibration allowed for the suppression of kinetically
favored crystal forms and microscopic aggregates and promoted
the formation of large single crystals (Figure 2B).
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Figure 1. Optical micrographs of microreactors for combined FID and
vapor diffusion crystallization. (A) Reaction site enclosed within a 250µm
thick PDMS membrane located at the bottom of a 150µL reservoir well.
Scale bar is 2000µm. (B) Cross-section of aµFID reactor fabricated in a
250 µm thick semipermeable elastomer membrane. Scale bar is 150µm.
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The device was further evaluated in its ability to scale-up
crystallization conditions found in 10 nL FID reactors screening
chips.1 We attempted to scale-up crystallization of a total of 14
targets, including eight well-characterized crystallization standards,
three previously crystallized integral membrane proteins, one nucleic
acid/protein complex, and two targets of unknown structure that
only had been crystallized in 10 nL FID reactors. All 14 targets
tested were successfully crystallized using chemical conditions
identified in 10 nL volume reactors. This success, which occurred
despite a highly varied sample pool, establishes this approach as a
high correspondence method for scaling up nanoliter volume
crystallization.

We usedin situ diffraction studies to assess chip-grown crystal
quality with minimal harvesting perturbations. Cryoprotectant
solutions were introduced to selected reactors by diffusion over a
period of 24-72 h, after which PDMS membranes containing
protein crystals were punched out of the microfluidic device (Figure
3A) and mounted for X-ray analysis.In situ diffraction data were
collected from four model proteins (lysozyme, glucose isomerase,
thaumatin, and catalase) at 100 K at Beamline 12.3.1 at the
Advanced Light Source (ALS).

In all cases, crystals diffracted to high resolution (<2 Å), and
the data collectedin situ from these crystals are exceeded in
resolution by only a handful of the hundreds of homologous
structures in the protein data bank (PDB). The general quality of

the diffraction data is also exceptional. Wilson B temperature factors
are between 10 and 20 for all four datasets;Rsym values fall between
4.2 and 8.2%, and mosaicity values range from 0.06 to 0.2°. These
studies demonstrate that kinetic optimization can yield highly
ordered crystals and that high-resolutionin situdiffraction data may
be collected with minimal or no crystal damage in PDMS devices.

To further validate the quality of the diffraction data, structures
were phased using molecular replacement (MR) starting from either
poly-alanine or poly-glycine models. A 1.2 Å electron density map
generated from in situ diffraction data collected on a thaumatin
crystal is shown in Figure 3B. From this process, the value of kinetic
optimization and microfluidic methods in general can be appreci-
ated: starting from purified protein solution, we were able to solve
four structures in less than 5 days without ever directly handling a
crystal.
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Figure 2. Screening of mixing kinetics to modulate crystal nucleation,
form, and size. (A) Effect of mixing kinetics on the number of nucleation
events for three model proteins. (B) Varying crystal habit under passive
and active control. Optical micrographs of the crystallization of lysozyme
at 4 °C using chemical and reservoir solution conditions as per panel (A).
Multiple crystal forms, poorly formed crystals, and microscopic aggregation
results from the passive equilibration at 2:1 and 1:1 mixing ratios (protein:
precipitant) with connecting channels continuously open (left panels). Right
panels of B show identical conditions incubated with valve states cycled at
11% duty cycle (15 min open followed by 2 h closed). Connecting channel
lengths are 300µm (top panels) and 600µm (bottom panels). Scale bar is
100µm. (C) Control of crystal size, habit, and form by regulating osmotic
bath strength (between 25 and 100% of the crystallization solution) and
mixing kinetics (via channel length). Three distinct morphologies are
observed: thin rods, thick blades, and rhomboids. Scale bar is 150µm.

Figure 3. In-chip crystallization facilitates structure determinationin situ.
(A) Polarizing micrograph of a protein crystal mounted forin situdiffraction
studies at room temperature. (B) 2Fo-Fc electron density maps (blue)
contoured at 1.3σ, Fo-Fc maps (green and red) contoured at+3.5σ and
-3.5σ, respectively, and refined model of thaumatin derived from 1.25 Å
resolution data collected in-chip through a PDMS membrane at Beamline
12.3.1 at the ALS (thaumatin 1, Supporting Information Table 1).
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